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  I have chosen Peppa Pig and George Pig from a kid’s TV show 

from Nick Jr. to compare and contrast their: appearance, 

personality, actions/motives, and back-round family. Please 

Enjoy. 

  

Appearance 



  Peppa Pig is about 2 years older than George. George and 

Peppa look very similar[other than genders]. But those 2 

characters are very different too. Peppa always wears the same 

pink dress every single day [except on really special occastions]. 

George, on the other hand, wears the same blue [baby] jumpsuit 

every day. Both Peppa and George do not wear accessories[only 

when playing dress up], wear black shoes when the weather is 

very nice, have no hair at all, and wear rain boots and raincoat 

when outside is very wet and/or raining. 

  

Personality  

  The first thing you would think if you saw or met Peppa and 

George you would probably think that Peppa is a young hyper 

child and for George too. Peppa and George are not that hyper. 

Peppa and George have a lot of friends. Peppa made friends at 

school and George’s friends are mostly  Peppa’s friend’s younger 

siblings like Peppa and George. Since Peppa is older than 

George, she knows 

most of the things 

around her but 

George has a lot of 



curiosity. Although Peppa and George are a kid and a toddler 

growing up, they are scared of thunder but pleased in the winter 

when it snows. 

  

Actions and Motives 

  Peppa and George are both pigs. So they really enjoy jumping in 

the mud after it rains and leaves an enormous puddle of mud. In 

the Personality’s paragraph, I said that Peppa knows most of the 

things around her. But not everything. Peppa has the curiosity of 

astonishing things she never saw but George has WAYYYYY 

more curiosity because George does not go to school. Also 

because they both are kids. George says the same thing over and 

over ‘cause he wants to know why those things there and why 

and why and why. Peppa likes to sing because at school her 

teacher tells her to sing. But also for fun when she has time. 

  

Background Family  

  Since Peppa and George are siblings, they live with the same 

people. Peppa and George live with Mommy Pig, Daddy Pig, and 



Peppa or George. The Pig Family likes to go on road trips, watch 

TV, go play with friends, having fun on the playground, building a 

snowman in the snow, dance to music, going to party’s, camping 

out in nature, and jump in puddles of mud altogether. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion  

  You have read all about Peppa and 

George Pig’s appearance, personality, 

actions/motives, back-round family, 

similarities, and differences. 

 



The End. 


